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Rashba effect in inversion layers onp-type InAs MOSFET’s
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For electrons in the inversion layer on bulkp-type InAs, the Rashba spin-orbit parameter is computed
self-consistently as a function of areal electron densityNs. The spin splitting increases withNs but is not a
linear function of in-plane wave vectork and the corresponding Rashba parameter increases with increasing
electric field but decreases very strongly withk. For the ground subband, and at the fermi level, this decrease
with k combined with subband occupation yields a decreasing Rashba parametera for Ns,1.9731012 cm22

and a nearly constant average value of 1.46310211 eV m above. At the doping level considered here (1.8
31017 cm23) the highest achievable value ofa>1.92310211 eV m. Moreovera is a nonlinear function ofNs.
Our results are compared to recent experimental work by Matsuyamaet al. @Phys. Rev. B61, 15 588~2000!#
and previous theoretical treatments.
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With the potential for technological applications in ne
electronic devices, recent years witnessed a large amou
experimental1–4 and theoretical5–7 investigations of spin-
related phenomena in artificial structures. The use of the
degree of freedom in the semiconductor technology is a m
attractive idea and for this goal, narrow-gap semiconduc
such as InAs are serious candidates.4 These materials are
characterized by strong spin-orbit interaction and bulk inv
sion asymmetry6 ~BIA ! that combine to lift the spin degen
eracy of the energy spectrum. In heterostructures with st
tural inversion asymmetry6 ~SIA! as well such as hetero
junctions, asymmetric quantum wells, and MOSFET
~metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor! where the
surface potential is asymmetric, another spin-splitt
mechanism adds. This is the so-called Rashba effect g
by8

HSO5a~kW3 x̂!•sW , ~1!

wherea is the Rashba spin-orbit parameter, whilesW and x̂
are the Pauli spin matrices and unit vector along thex axis,
respectively. Theoretical5,6 as well as experimental1 work on
quantum wells and heterojunctions established SIA to
dominant. Despite much effort, however, no general agr
ment has so far been reached as far as the dependencea
on the two-dimensional~2D! electron densityNs is con-
cerned. As a case in hand, recently Matsuyamaet al.4 inves-
tigated the Rashba effect in still another system, a MOSF
on p-type InAs, and found a different behavior fora as a
function of Ns. Beatings in the Shubnikov-de Haas oscill
tions were observed and taken to be a signature for a s
split ground subband. To interpret their results, these auth4

used a simple model for the band structure and adopted
triangular well approximation; to account for spin they th
added a term6ak in their energy dispersion. Their resul
for a show at low electron density a slight decrease~to
within a 20% relative error!, followed by a steady increas
and ‘‘saturation’’ at higher densities. Strictly increasing b
havior may, however, be expected from a low order appro
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mate theoretical expression7 for a. The results of Ref. 4 also
differ in trend and magnitude with results found in asymm
ric quantum wells2,3 where, for instance, the constanta of
Heida et al.2 and the decreasing trend of Nittaet al.3 need
clarifications.

In the light of these remarks, we believe thata depends
on the surface potential in a more complex way than
hitherto been thought and in the following, for electrons
inversion layers onp-type bulk InAs, we address this prob
lem numerically and self-consistently taking full account
the strong nonparabolicity of the bulk band structure with
aim being twofold: First to find quantitatively the size a
well as the trend ofa as a function ofNsby adopting a more
realistic model and second to provide accurate numerica
sults against which tests of accuracy for approximate anal
expressions ofa can be made.

We utilize the three-band Kane model9 including the low-
est conduction bandG6

c and topmost valence bandsG8
v as

well as the split-off G7
v band. For simplicity the oxide/

semiconductor interface is considered to be perfect. In a
tion an infinite potential barrier at the interface is assum
and the Hartree approximation is adopted. Note that th

FIG. 1. Occupancy of the spin-split ground subband with so
~ ! dashed~ ! lines for s51 and s52, respectively.
Experimental data inferred from Ref. 4.
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assumptions have already been employed without ser
errors.10

Because the experiments4 were carried out at low tem
peratures, we also letT50 K, then a Fermi level is sharply
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usdefined. Let thex axis be normal to the interface and choo
y along the in-plane wave vectorkW5k̂, then with the spins
being quantized along thez axis and using the effective-mas
approximation, the Schro¨dinger equation for spin up reads
1
Eg/21V~x!

P
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whereEg , D, P, andV(x) denote, respectively, the forbidde
gap, the bulk spin-orbit splitting, Kane’s-momentum mat
element,9 and the surface potential. For spin down, reve
the sign ofk in Eq. ~2!. In the Hartree approximation,V(x)
satisfies the Poisson equation where the right-hand side
cludes contributions from ionized impurities and electrons
bound states. Atx50, the components of the wave functio
satisfy the boundary condition

w1~0!5 i S 2
)

2
w2~0!1

1

2
w3~0!1

1

&
w4~0!D ~3!

corresponding to a nil current at the interface. With1~2!
standing for the two eigenstates~up and down for a given
direction ofk!, the solution of this set of equations yields
spin-split subband structure«6(k) from which the Rashba
effect is assessed. The following parameters are use11

Eg5418 meV, D5380 meV, moreover, we takem0*
50.0239me and«s515.15 for the band-edge mass and sta
dielectric constant, respectively;P is deduced from the ex
pression of the bulk effective mass,12 and the density of ion-
ized impurities is taken from Ref. 4 as 1.831017cm23 while
Ns is swept from 0.131012cm22 up to 4.831012cm22, thus
covering a wide interval. Figures 1–3 summarize o
results.

The computed occupation numbersnns of the spin-split
subbands are deduced from the fermi wave vectorskf

6 for
~1! and~2!. Our results fornns along with the experimenta
values inferred from the Rashba parameter of Matsuya
et al.4 are shown in Fig. 1 that shows excellent agreemen
to aboutNs5231012cm22; beyond this point discrepancie
start to grow slightly, the relative errors remain within;9%
however. Note that beyond this point, the first excited s
band is populated and comparison with experiment is
conclusive because Ref. 4 states that up to 2.431012cm22

only the ground subband is occupied. However, these aut
e
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do not give the relative errors of their measurements, in In
inversion layers13 errors inNs of ;5% are common. Add to
this, the fact that the magnetic fields~up to ;6 T! involved
in the experiment are quite moderate for a narrow-gap se

FIG. 2. ~a! Spin splitting and~b! Rashba parameter in th
ground subband as a function of in-plane wave vector; Open
solid circles mark the corresponding points on the fermi level, atkf

1

andkf
2 , respectively.
0-2
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RASHBA EFFECT IN INVERSION LAYERS ONp-TYPE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 245340
conductor like InAs. These fields are expected to affect
occupancies of the different subbands slightly when th
have just begun to be populated; our values above
31012cm22 can, therefore, be considered satisfactory. In
dition, we calculated the depletion charge densityNd that we
found to vary from 1.331012cm22 for Ns51.231012cm22

to 1.431012cm22 for Ns52.431012cm22, in very good
agreement with the reported experimental4 value of 1.1
31012cm22.

In Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, we show our spin splittingdk
5«2(k)2«1(k) and Rashba parameterak5dk/2k as func-
tions of wave vectork for three different electron sheet de
sitiesNs. The values of these two quantities at the fermi le
are also marked. The most striking feature is thatdk does not
depend linearly on wave vector. As a matter of fact at
values ofk of interest for transport, the splitting has alrea
reached its maximum and even begun to decrease. In
2~b! we show the Rashba parameterak as a function of wave
vector for the same values ofNs as in Fig. 2~a!. One clearly
sees the very strong dependence of this parameter onk, in-
deedak attains its maximum value in the limitk→0, then it
decreases very rapidly as the wave vector increases. F
given value ofk this parameter is an increasing function
Ns, furthermore ask→0, ak presents a vanishing derivative
which is consistent with symmetry.

FIG. 3. ~a! Theoretical~solid lines! and experimental@symbols:
with open ~filled! for 1~2!# spin splitting at the fermi level as
functions of areal electron density.~b! Theoretical values of the
Rashba parameter at the fermi level as a function of electron
sity. Inset ~c!: Comparison of theoretical~solid and dashed lines!
and experimental~symbols! values of the Rashba parameter at t
fermi level. Experimental data taken from Ref. 4.
24534
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Figure 3~a! shows the spin splittingd6 at the Fermi level
as a function ofNs; note thatd6 is deduced from«6(k) by
evaluatingdk at kf

6 . The values of Ref. 4 as we deduce
them from their reported results and adopted model are
shown for comparison. One first notes that for both eig
states the theoretical splittingsd6 are nearly indistinguish-
able, furthermore the splitting is a nonlinear function ofNs
especially if one considers it over a wide interval. In ad
tion, one notes that the experimental data of Ref. 4 bes
presenting a nonuniform trend are larger than ours. They
showd6 to depend appreciably ons56. The discrepancies
between both works can be traced back to the model use
these authors for the band structure and the surface pote
along with their taking a constant value for the Rashba
rameter. Such an assumption overestimatesdk as it can easily
be seen from Fig. 2~a!.

In Fig. 3~b! we show the Rashba parametera6 calculated
at the fermi level as a function of the 2D electron dens
Because of the slight difference betweenkf

1 andkf
2 , a6 are

slightly different for ~1! and ~2!. The inset to Fig. 3~b!
compares our theoretical results with the experimental o
of Ref. 4. One clearly sees that the experimental data, wh
the authors in Ref. 4 deduced, are too large and in addi
do not show the same dependence onNsas the present work
Indeed the model adopted by these investigators for the b
band structure is too simple. Moreover ak-independent
Rashba parameter is inappropriate for InAs and overe
mates both the spin splitting and the Rashba parameter a
fermi level, besides it leads to errors in the fermi energyEF

and wave vectorskf
6 . In addition the use of the triangula

approximation for the surface potential leads to errors eve
one uses the full multiband Kane Hamiltonian.

At the doping level considered in our work, the theoretic
curves showa6 to be slowly decreasing for densities belo
;1.9731012cm22 and beyond this valuea6 is nearly con-
stant. As a matter of fact the relative change ofa6 for Ns
between 1.9731012cm22 and 4.831012cm22 never exceeds
5%. Moreover, althougha6 is a continuous function ofNs, it
is not differentiable at the point where its trend changes t
within our accuracy coincides with the onset of occupation
the first excited subband. Furthermore, it is of interest
point out the similarity of the trend found here with that
Can-Ming Huet al.3 for a gated quantum well.

The behavior ofa6 with respect toNs is the result of two
competing processes that have opposite effects onak : The
first mechanism is the increase ofak whenNs increases and
the second is its decrease for a givenNs whenk gets larger,
these two effects can easily be seen in Fig. 2~b!. Thus, asNs
gets larger the Rashba parameterak increases for all values
of k, i.e., in Fig. 2~b! the curve representingak shifts up-
ward, however at the same time the fermi wave vectorskf

6

also increase as compared to their values for a lowerNs, i.e.,
the symbols in Fig. 2~b! shift to the right. Now, since for a
given electron densityNsak decreases withk, it follows that
as Ns varies the overall behavior ofa6 as a function of
density will depend on the precise balance of these two
posite tendencies@see symbols in Fig. 2~b!#. This fact makes

n-
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the overall dependence ofa6 on Ns hard to predict without
adequate computations or careful measurements.

It is of interest to note that asNs increases, and because
the strong nonparabolicity of InAs, the decrease as wel
the near constancy ofa6 in the ground subband both do no
follow the surface electric field,7 they also do not obey con
jectures found in the literature.2,3 Moreover, the nearly con-
stant value ofa6 that is kept for a rather large interval co
responds to a minimum rather than a maximum, whicha
priori one intuitively expects.

For Ns larger than;1.9731012cm22, the near constancy
of a6 can be traced to the first excited subband whose
cupation affects the fermi wave vectorskf

6 in the ground
subband and therebyd6 anda6 . Indeed, by purposely as
suming only one populated subband we founda6 to be
strictly and planely decreasing. This means that even if
first excited subband is not populated appreciably its effec
nonetheless not negligible.
G
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We also computeda6 for the first excited subband an
found a strictly decreasing trend without abrupt slo
changes and with values in the range 1.62310211– 1.37
310211eV m. In addition we computed the productm* a
for the ground subband that, in atomic units, is found
increase from 3.4731024 to 5.5831024.

In conclusion, compared to quantum wells, electrons
inversion layers on bulkp InAs exhibit larger spin-splittings
and spin-orbit parametersa and experimental investigation
using optical probes to measure directly the spin splitting
highly desirable in order to test the predictions of the pres
work.
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